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EXHIBIT 5 
New text is underlined; deleted text is in brackets. 

Nasdaq PHLX LLC Rules 
* * * * * 

Options Rules 
* * * * * 

 
Options 2 Options Market Participants 

* * * * * 
Section 3. Allocation Application, Allocation, Reallocation, Transfer and Voluntary 
Resignation 
(a) No change. 
 
(b) An allocation or reallocation application shall be submitted in writing to the Exchange's 
designated staff and shall include, at a minimum, the name and background of the head Lead 
Market Maker and [assistant]back-up Lead Market Maker(s) (except that a Remote Lead Market 
Maker need not include a[n assistant] back-up Lead Market Maker), the unit's experience and 
capitalization demonstrating an ability to trade the particular options class sought, and any other 
reasons why the unit believes it should be assigned or allocated the security. In addition, the 
Exchange may also require that the application include other information. The Exchange may re-
solicit applications for any reason, including if it determines that its initial solicitation resulted in 
an insufficient number of applicants. 

* * * * * 
Section 4. Obligations of Market Makers 
(a) No change. 

(b) Each Market Maker electing to engage in Exchange options transactions shall be assigned by 
the Exchange one or more classes of options.  The obligations of an Market Maker with respect 
to those classes of options to which he is assigned shall take precedence over his other Market 
Maker activities. 

(1) No change. 

(2) An RSQT may only submit quotations electronically from off the floor of the 
Exchange. [An RSQT shall not submit option quotations in eligible options to 
which such RSQT is assigned to the extent that the RSQT is also approved as a 
Remote Lead Market Maker in the same options. An RSQT may only trade in a 
market making capacity in classes of options in which he is assigned or approved 
as a Remote Lead Market Maker.]An RSQT may not simultaneously quote both 
as RSQT and Remote Lead Market Maker in a particular security.  If an RSQT is 
a Remote Lead Market Maker in a particular security, the Remote Lead Marker 
Maker must make a market as a Remote Lead Market Maker and may not make a 
market as an RSQT in that particular security. 
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* * * * * 

Section 11. Lead Market Maker Appointment 
(a) Upon application by a qualified member organization, the Exchange will approve such 
organization as an approved Lead Market Maker unit. An application to act as a Lead Market 
Maker must include, for ordinary and extraordinary circumstances, the identity of the individual 
who will act as head Lead Market Maker as well as the individual(s) who will act as 
[assistant]back-up Lead Market Maker(s). 

* * * * * 
(e) Once an applicant is approved by the Exchange as a Lead Market Maker unit, any material 
change in the capital or staff of the unit or any move by a head or [assistant]back-up Lead 
Market Maker from one unit to another shall be reported in writing to the Exchange and in no 
circumstances shall be reported more than two business days after the change. 

(f) A Remote Streaming Quote Trader ("RSQT"), as defined in Options 1, Section 1(b)(49), may 
submit an application as described above to be approved in one or more classes as a Remote 
Lead Market Maker as defined in Options 2, Section 12(a)(2).  

(i) A Remote Lead Market Maker does not need to meet the [assistant]back-up Lead 
Market Maker staffing requirement pursuant to paragraph (d) of this rule. 

 
 

Options 5 Order Protection and Locked and Crossed Markets 
 

* * * * * 

Section 4. Order Routing 
(a) Phlx offers two routing strategies, FIND and SRCH. Each of these routing strategies will be 
explained in more detail below. An order may in the alternative be marked Do Not Route or 
"DNR". The Exchange notes that for purposes of this rule the System will route FIND and 
SRCH Orders with no other contingencies. Immediate or Cancel ("OC") Orders will be cancelled 
immediately if not executed, and will not be routed. The System checks the Order Book for 
available contracts for potential execution against the FIND or SRCH orders. After the System 
checks the Order Book for available contracts, orders are sent to other available market centers 
for potential execution.  For purposes of this rule, the Phlx's best bid or offer or "PBBO" does not 
include All-or-None Orders or Stop Orders which have not been triggered and the "internal 
PBBO" shall refer to the actual better price of an order resting on Phlx's Order Book, which is 
not displayed, but available for execution, excluding Allor- None Orders. For purposes of this 
rule, a Route Timer shall not exceed one second and shall begin at the time orders are accepted 
into the System, and the System will consider whether an order can be routed at the conclusion 
of each Route Timer. Finally, for purposes of this rule, "exposure" or "exposing" an order shall 
mean a notification sent to participants with the price, size, and side of interest that is available 
for execution. An order exposure alert is sent if the order size is modified. Exposure notifications 
will be sent to participants in accordance with the routing procedures described in Options 5, 
Section 4(a)(iii) below except if an incoming order is joining an already established PBBO price 
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when the ABBO is locked or crossed with the PBBO, in which case such order will join the 
established PBBO price and no exposure notification will be sent. For purposes of this rule 
Phlx's opening process is governed by Options 3, Section 8 and includes an opening after a 
trading halt ("Opening Process"). 

* * * * * 

(iii) The following order types are available: 

* * * * * 

(B) FIND Order. A FIND Order is an order that is: (i) routable at the conclusion of an 
Opening Process; and (ii) routable upon receipt during regular trading, after an option 
series is open. FIND Orders submitted after an Opening Process initiate their own Route 
Timers and are routed in the order in which their Route Timers end. FIND Orders that 
are not marketable with the ABBO upon receipt will be treated as DNR for the 
remainder of the trading day. 

* * * * * 

(5) A FIND Order received after an Opening Process that is marketable against the 
internal PBBO when the ABBO is equal to the internal PBBO will be traded at the 
Exchange at the internal PBBO. If the FIND Order has size remaining after 
exhausting the PBBO, it will initiate a Route Timer, and expose the FIND Order at 
the ABBO to allow market participants an opportunity to interact with the 
remainder of the FIND Order. During the Route Timer, the FIND Order will be 
included in the PBBO at a price one MPV away from the ABBO. If, during the 
Route Timer, any new interest arrives opposite the FIND Order that is equal to or 
better than the ABBO price, the FIND Order will trade against such new interest at 
the ABBO price. [If during the Route Timer, the ABBO moves and crosses the 
FIND Order, any new interest arrives opposite the FIND Order that is marketable 
against the FIND Order will trade at the FIND Order price.]  If during the Route 
Timer any new interest arrives opposite the FIND Order that is marketable against 
the FIND Order such interest will trade against the FIND Order at the ABBO price 
unless the ABBO is improved to a price which crosses the FIND Order’s already 
displayed price, in which case the incoming order will execute at the previous 
ABBO price as the away market crossed a displayed price.  If during the Route 
Timer, the ABBO markets move such that the FIND Order is no longer marketable 
against the ABBO, it may: (i) trade at the next PBBO price (or prices) if the FIND 
Order price is locking or crossing that price (or prices), and/or (ii) be entered into 
the Order Book at its limit price if not locking or crossing the PBBO.  A FIND 
Order will be included in the displayed PBBO at its limit price, unless the FIND 
Order locks or crosses the ABBO, in which case it will be entered into the Order 
Book at the ABBO price and displayed one MPV inferior to the ABBO.  If there 
exists a locked ABBO when the FIND Order is entered onto the Order Book, the 
FIND Order will be entered into the Order Book at the ABBO price and displayed 
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one MPV inferior to the ABBO.  [If during the Route Timer any new interest 
arrives opposite the FIND Order that is marketable against the FIND Order such 
interest will trade against the FIND Order at the ABBO price unless the ABBO is 
improved to a price which crosses the FIND Order’s already displayed price, in 
which case the incoming order will execute at the previous ABBO price as the away 
market crossed a displayed price.] 

* * * * * 

(C) SRCH Order. A SRCH Order is a Public Customer order that is routable at any time. 
A SRCH Order on the Order Book during an Opening Process (including a re-opening 
following a trading halt), whether it is received prior to an Opening Process or it is a 
GTC SRCH Order from a prior day, may be routed as part of an Opening Process. 
Orders initiate their own Route Timers and are routed in the order in which their Route 
Timers end. 

* * * * * 

(4) A SRCH Order received after an Opening Process that is marketable against the 
PBBO when the ABBO is equal to the internal PBBO will be traded at the 
Exchange at the internal PBBO price. If the SRCH Order has size remaining after 
exhausting the PBBO, it will initiate a Route Timer and expose the SRCH Order at 
the ABBO to allow participants and other market participants an opportunity to 
interact with the SRCH Order. During the timer, the SRCH Order will be included 
in the PBBO at a price one MPV away from the ABBO. If, during the Route Timer, 
any new interest arrives opposite the SRCH Order that is equal to or better than the 
ABBO price, the SRCH Order will trade against such new interest at the ABBO 
price. [If during the Route Timer, the ABBO moves and crosses the SRCH Order, 
any new interest arrives opposite the SRCH Order that is marketable against the 
SRCH Order will trade at the SRCH Order price.] If during the Route Timer any 
new interest arrives opposite the SRCH Order that is marketable against the SRCH 
Order such interest will trade against the SRCH order at the ABBO price unless the 
ABBO is improved to a price which crosses the SRCH Order's already displayed 
price, in which case the incoming order will execute at the previous ABBO price as 
the away market crossed a displayed price. 

* * * * * 

(6) A SRCH Order received after an Opening Process that is marketable against the 
ABBO when the ABBO is better than the PBBO will initiate a Route Timer, and 
expose the SRCH Order at the ABBO to allow participants and other market 
participants an opportunity to interact with the SRCH Order. During the Route 
Timer, the SRCH Order will be included in the PBBO at a price that is the better of 
one MPV inferior to the ABBO or at the PBBO. If, during the Route Timer, any 
new interest arrives opposite the SRCH Order that is equal to or better than the 
ABBO price, the SRCH Order will trade against such new interest at the ABBO 
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price.  If during the Route Timer, the ABBO markets move such that the SRCH 
Order is no longer marketable against the ABBO, it may: (i) trade at the next PBBO 
price (or prices) if the SRCH Order price is locking or crossing that price (or 
prices), and/or (ii) be entered into the Order Book at its limit price if not locking or 
crossing the PBBO.  A SRCH Order will be included in the displayed PBBO at its 
limit price, unless the SRCH Order locks or crosses the ABBO, in which case it will 
be entered into the Order Book at the ABBO price and displayed one MPV inferior 
to the ABBO.  If there exists a locked ABBO when the SRCH Order will be entered 
into the Order Book at the ABBO price and displayed one MPV inferior to the 
ABBO.  If during the Route Timer any new interest arrives opposite the SRCH 
Order that is marketable against the SRCH Order such interest will trade against the 
SRCH order at the ABBO price unless the ABBO is improved to a price which 
crosses the SRCH Order’s already displayed price, in which case the incoming 
order will execute at the previous ABBO price as the away market crossed a 
displayed price. 

* * * * * 

Options 8 Floor Trading 
* * * * * 

Section 11. Floor Market Maker and Lead Market Maker Appointment 
(a) In addition to the requirements specified in Options 2, Section 11 related to the appointment 
of a Lead Market Maker, each Lead Market Maker unit must consist of at least the following 
staff for each Trading Floor Lead Market Maker post: (1) one head Lead Market Maker; and (2) 
one [assistant]back-up Lead Market Maker that must be associated with the Lead Market Maker 
unit. The Exchange, in its discretion, may require a unit to obtain additional staff depending upon 
the number of assigned options classes and associated order flow. 

* * * * * 

Section 25. Floor Allocation 
* * * * * 

(F) Notwithstanding the first sentence of Options 8, Section 25(a)(1), neither 
Supplementary Material .02 to Options 8, Section 30 concerning precedence based on 
the size of bids on parity, nor Supplementary Material .03 to Options 8, Section 30 
(insofar as it incorporates those provisions by reference) shall apply to the allocation 
of orders covered by paragraph (c). 

(i) In order to facilitate timely tape reporting of trades, it is the duty of the persons 
identified below to allocate, match and time stamp trades executed in open outcry 
and to submit the matched trade tickets to an Exchange Data Entry Technician 
("DET") located on the trading floor immediately upon execution. When executing 
trades electronically, it is also the duty of the persons identified below to enter and 
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submit trade information to the Trading System using the Options Floor Based 
Management System. 

a. in a trade involving a floor broker, the floor broker shall so do, provided that a 
floor broker may delegate this responsibility to the Lead Market Maker (or a[n 
assistant] back-up to the Lead Market Maker under the Lead Market Maker’s 
direct supervision) if the Lead Market Maker agrees to accept such responsibility, 
and, in the event of such delegation, the Lead Market Maker (or a[n assistant] 
back-up to the Lead Market Maker under the Lead Market Maker direct 
supervision) shall do so: 

b. in all other cases where the Lead Market Maker is a participant (i.e., where 
there is no floor broker), the Lead Market Maker (or a[n assistant] back-up to the 
Lead Market Maker under the Lead Market Maker’s direct supervision) shall do 
so; 

* * * * * 

Section 39. Option Minor Rule Violations and Order and Decorum Regulations 

* * * * * 

E-2 Allocation, Time Stamping, Matching and Access to Matched Trades  

(a) In order to facilitate timely tape reporting of trades, it is the duty of the persons identified 
below to allocate, match and time stamp trades executed in open outcry and to submit the 
matched trade tickets to an Exchange Data Entry Technician ("DET") located on the trading 
floor immediately upon execution. When executing trades electronically, it is also the duty of the 
persons identified below to enter and submit trade information to the Trading System using the 
Options Floor Based Management System. Trades executed electronically via the System and 
through the Options Floor Based Management System are automatically trade reported without 
further action required by executing parties: 

(i) in a trade involving a Floor Broker, the Floor Broker shall do so, provided that a Floor Broker 
may delegate this responsibility to the Lead Market Maker (or a[n assistant] back-up to the Lead 
Market Maker under the Lead Market Maker’s direct supervision) if the Specialist agrees to 
accept such responsibility, and, in the event of such delegation, the Lead Market Maker (or a[n 
assistant]back-up to the Lead Market Maker under the Lead Market Maker’s direct supervision) 
shall do so: 

(ii) in all other cases where the Lead Market Maker is a participant (i.e., where there is no Floor 
Broker), the Lead Market Maker (or a[n assistant] back-up to the Lead Market Maker under the 
Specialist's direct supervision) shall do so. 

* * * * * 
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